JOBPOWER Focuses on Mobility
JOBPOWER Cloud and New JOBPOWER Mobile Provide Contractors the Functions They Need, When and Where They Need Them

**JOBPOWER CLOUD**

Contractors nationwide use JOBPOWER Cloud to handle CRM, job cost accounting, job management, payroll and document management functions. With access from anywhere at any time, with any internet-connected device, construction companies can work where they need to — from the office, home or job site. JOBPOWER Cloud is a completely integrated construction specific solution.

A key benefit of using an all-in-one solution is accurate and up-to-date job cost. The company can focus on managing the jobs instead of entering data into spreadsheets and tracking duplicate entries required with general purpose software.

Features such as subcontractor tracking, warnings of insurance and license expiration, subcontractor change orders and over payment warnings provide information to better manage projects.

The system includes more than 75 reports, many of them customizable to meet all the company’s information needs. The wide variety of reports provide billed to date, paid to date, payables, receivables, job budgeted cost, cost to date, change orders, committed cost and much more.

Analytics include “status at a glance” graphical dashboards with drill-down for major system areas, including jobs, and a new data warehouse for ad-hoc reporting and business intelligence.

**JOBPOWER MOBILE**

Remote payroll entry is the first phase of JOBPOWER Mobile, and runs directly on existing mobile phones, tablets or laptops in the field. The new Remote Payroll entry allows supervisors to enter and approve time to jobs, by task, pay type and more.

In addition there is a clock-in/out function with GPS capture for employees to record time and notes, eliminating lost timesheets and office input time.

**THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB**

JOBPOWER Cloud is the affordable construction software solution for the small to medium contractor. JOBPOWER software has been providing solutions to contractors since 1984 and continues to be on the cutting edge of technology.

In designing JOBPOWER Mobile, security was top priority. In addition to log-in and role security, the App is isolated from the Host JOBPOWER and connects using an SSL encrypted connection to a cloud server.

No sensitive data such as SSN, address, birthday or pay rate is ever exchanged with the App’s cloud server.